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to asset management and affordable digital tools
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Today I will be talking about our research project which explored the development
and use of smart and affordable digital tools for community-centric asset
management
The project was funded through the New Zealand National Science Challenge for
“Building Better Homes, Towns and Cities”
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Overview
• Conversations through urban data
• Smart cities: what do we mean?
• Our research project: smart, affordable digital tools
• Our key findings
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Research for richer urban information

Urban Narrative goal

Enabling
participatory
conversations
through
urban data

Prototyping ‘conversation’ tools

1. Designing
participatory &
affordable Digital
Information
Infrastructure

2. Listening
through
qualitative social
data mining

Enhanced collaborative
urbanism

 Optimising
urban data
integration &
use
 Up-scaled
participatory
design

The research reported here was part of a project with Waikato
University on Urban Narratives, The research was born out of a need by
councils to better connect communities with asset decisions – what level of service
are people prepared to pay for? And as part of that, how can we shift from one-off
consultation to an ongoing meaningful conversation given that infrastructure is part
of people’s life and is around for a long time.
Example: when information about the swim-ability of coastal waterways is provided
to communities, they are more supportive of investment in storm-water
infrastructure because of the impact on their quality of life and what is important to
them.
The research goal was to:
- Enabling citizenship and participatory design with ‘conversations’
using urban data
The project prototyped ‘conversation’ tools:
Our part was to design Digital Information Infrastructure to support
community-centric approach to asset management
Waikato Uni developed Listening tools: a toolkit to generate citizen
stories of needs, priorities, & values about infrastructure
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Combined, they can enhance urban governance
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Urban Narrative e-tools

Data collection

Data analysis

Data visualisation

Data storytelling

Dyer et al 2019a. National Science Challenge 11: Building Better Homes, Towns and Cities, Waikato, NZ

The Waikato Listening e-tools address a consistent information gap on this and many
other projects – how can we upscale the capture of comprehensive data on the
needs, values, and priorities of communities about infrastructure? Waikato e-tools
can provide cost-effective ways of addressing gaps and increasing capacity for
community to both provide and receive information about urban environments and
infrastructure. Large scale qualitative data collection and analysis can feed into visual
and storytelling tools to better communicate about infrastructure …
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Data storytelling design briefs

Dyer et al 2019b. Framework for Soft and Hard City Infrastructures. Proc ICE Urban Design and Planning.

And to inform design briefs with robust, evidence-based information.
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‘Smartness’ about cities for people

The research is part of a wider move to be smarter and more community centric in
how our cities, infrastructure and assets are designed and managed.
‘Smartness has different meanings, and usually has a technical focus around the
collection and use of infrastructure data to inform asset management and city
services
The other part of the equation is that the point of cities and assets is that they are
for people, and that peoples’ behaviours and needs vary and change over time. This
is what we need smartness for.
Requires feedback loops for greater intelligence to ensure investment is contributing
to the outcomes we want for that infrastructure – ultimately, quality of life
• What works, what doesn’t
• What is coming up that we need to anticipate and change – not flying blind into
the future
So what we want is to generate rich information about our communities and assets
through data integration
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‘Smart’ community centric
asset-management
‒ ongoing data about infrastructure
‒ ongoing data about and from the
people who use infrastructure

Collate

‒ a geospatial approach
‒ capacity to fully realise the value of
data
‒ a focus of increasing quality of life
for the people the assets serve

Smart
Connect

Communicate

A smart and community-centric approach to asset management requires that we
collate, communicate, and connect through digital tools:
we need to collate:
•

whole of life data about infrastructure, and the communities it
serves

•

Ongoing information about how communities may change in the
future over the lifetime of the asset,

Connect the:
•

Pieces of the puzzle through geospatial linkage and integration

•

Communities and stakeholders with asset levels of service
decisions

Communicate the:
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•

Needs, values, decisions on an ongoing basis for greater
understanding

•

Develop a conversation platform between asset managers and
communities for participatory decision-making
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‘Smart’
provincial
centers

thin
‘digital
skins’

same
info
needs

Participatory &
affordable
digital tools for
‘smartness’

smaller
budgets

The focus of smart cities is usually on our big cities because that is where the high
volumes of data currently is. How does smartness translate into places where data
capacity might be more challenged than our big cities? How can digital tools be used
to generate that richness of information and participation in asset decisions?
We focused on places with lower population density, such as provincial centres, to
look at how digital tools can help collate, connect, & communicate.
Provincial centres tend to have a thinner digital skin of information covering
communities and assets, have smaller budgets and resources, but have the same
need for intelligence about their communities and assets
We undertook a pilot research project to investigate how digital tools can help
provincial local authorities set community-centric levels of service.
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NZ BBHTC research project
“How can digital tools help provincial
local authorities set community
centric levels of service for assets?”

Existing +
new data

Develop
affordable
digital tools

Asset
decision
support

Community
+ technical
info

The overall goal is to develop affordable tools so that local authorities can:
- Link existing and new geospatial data sources, and
- Combine ‘community’ knowledge alongside ‘technical’ knowledge,
- Support community participation in decision about current and
future assets.
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Method: Engagement with Research partners
The two small provincial local authorities wanted to know:

Is our infrastructure
meeting needs?

How can we tell?

How can we support
better infrastructure
decisions?

Now and into the future

We worked initially with 2 provincial authorities, logistics meant only one continued
all the way through. The first step was to understand their information challenges.
They wanted to bring communities along the LOS process as part of an ongoing
conversation.
They were:
- grappling with asset management challenges,
- and a desire to use data and technology to best value to inform and
communicate more effectively
The engagement phase identified three overarching questions that were common to
the cases:
- How can we tell whether our infrastructure is giving us what we
need? Now and into the future
- What information, processes or tools do we need to tell us whether
it is giving us what we need? And,
- How do we create information that is meaningful, accessible, useful,
and affordable to help people making decisions?
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Method: ‘Design Sprint’: A series of interactive workshops

1. Understand

3. Sketch
and decide

• Agreement on
core issue
• Data
availability,
needs, gaps

2. Data
Lookbook

• Design using
physical
formats to
• Communicate
• Show
interactions

5. Prototype
and test
• Review
demonstrator
• Transition
barriers &
opportunities

6. Lessons and
recommendations

4. Build
demonstrator

Then, we used an adapted 6 stage Design Sprint approach, run as a series of 3
interactive workshops (steps 1,3,5) supported by intermediary work stages (steps
2&4) in between.
The goal of the design sprint process is to encourage participants to explore different
issues and approaches rather than focus on the detail of a possible solution, and
allowing for a more free-flowing conversation so that the underlying issues and
opportunities could be revealed.
• Workshop composition aimed to be a mix of perspectives and disciplines involved
in infrastructure decision-making.
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Our key findings

So, what did we learn?
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Workshop 1 - Understand
A need for:
‒ Two way interaction between council and
community
‒ Meaningful information & choices

Tools to
give data
purpose

Purposeful data
collection and
management
Usable data
forms
Increased
awareness of
data
Creating an
evidence-base

Tools to
link people
and data

Data integration
for a fuller
picture
Communicating
trade-offs and
uncertainty
Creating
community
appetite for
engagement

From workshop one we identified a need for tools that:
Created 2 way interaction between council and community
Provided meaningful information & choices

As part of the workshop, participants undertook a gap analysis of
information about infrastructure and the community
What came out of the analysis was a desire for:
• Tools that give data purpose: because found that a lot of data
being captured wasn’t being used or known about.
• Tools that link people and data; increase data linkage, move
beyond simplistic, siloed decisions, and to share information with
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community about assets
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Workshop 2 – Sketch and Decide
Information approaches identified:
‒ a ‘one stop shop’
‒ whole of environment databases
‒ showing / telling infrastructure choices
over time
‒ personas to tell stories, show other
perspectives
‒ compelling visualisations

The second workshop used exercises to get participants to rapidly explore what a
useful tool could look like in practical terms.
The exercises
• used a data lookbook to show the range of data sources & types that were
possible and how they could be usefully visualised.
• Groups translated the lookbook into physical book and map formats for an asset
‘problem’ (such as future water infrastructure needs in greenfield developments)
• The focus was on rapid & tangible method to prompt discussion and problem
solving, rather than fully detailing solutions
Several approaches were identified from exercise that could improve
communication and interaction between council and community
about infrastructure
•

Normalise engagement between council and community through
a ‘one stop shop’

•

Enable data linkage to create ‘whole of environment’ databases

•

Being able to portray infrastructure choices over time in
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meaningful ways (e.g., for the price of daily coffee we can ….)
•

Use personas to tell stories & show other perspectives

•

Develop compelling visualisations
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Workshop 3 – Prototype & test
Mockup a single portal interface
demonstrator, based on four council
website functions:
See it, say it, use it, pay it
Concerns & priorities
‒ Accuracy
‒ Efficiency
‒ Communication
‒ Transparency
‒ Ease
‒ Normalising – ‘Do it’ function
Leads on to the needs (don’t haves)
for making changes

The final workshop took participants through a mockup of a digital tool that
demonstrated the functions identified over the previous workshops.
The demonstrator goal was to simulate a cohesive, single portal interface capable of
intuitively delivering the council and community information needs. A mix of existing
Council data and mock-ups were used to create the demonstrator. Some functions
were active, showing how live user data could be accessed without major
processing, whereas others were ‘dummy’ functions, using non-interactive visual
elements. For example, using a map interface to show what is happening at council
amentities
We ran through the demonstrator, observed for feedback and concerns and
excitement – what resonated, what issues were raised, what would need to change
in order to achieve functionality.
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Workshop 3 – Prototype & test :
Assessment of priorities for making changes for better digital tools
Organisational needs & changes

Prioritising changes

1. Organisational buy-in
2. New resources (people, finances, technology)
Hard

3. Coordinating, planning and governance group
4. Revise existing policies and guidelines

1
10

5. Decide what is public information
11

Difficulty

2
7

Technical needs & changes

3

6. Integration of data

Easy

7. Digitising community data (E.g., events)
8. Additional information to populate
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9. CRM update
4

8

9
Helpful

6

10. User friendly interface
11. Better accessibility

Vital

Desirability

5

12. Implement new customer interface through
transition

Then the focus turned to the steps needed to achieve the key functions identified in
the demonstrator: what needs to happen next? How prioritise?
The prioritisation process showed that
• organisational buy-in was vital but potentially much harder to achieve than the
equally vital technical data integration
• The process showed that the challenge and importance of increasing technical
and political and social capacity
• Participants were encouraged to find there was a lot of existing capacity, and it
was not a case of starting from scratch,
This reflects the value and necessity of taking a cross-disciplinary approach and
working across data silos
The prioritisation process provided the council with a roadmap to enabling
community-centric asset management through increased smartness
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The Value Cycle for richer
information through digital
tools to collate, connect
and communicate

‘story telling’

community
-centric
focus

central
communication
point

for community

build trust
and
transparency

a data ‘focal
point’

for council
efficiency

data
integration

There are multiple, connected ways where use of integrated geospatial data (both
generally and specifically for asset management) can provide a value cycle for
community & council.
Affordable digital tools that harness the power of integrated geospatial data were
recognised as critical to facilitating a community-centric approach to whole of life
asset management. In our cases, digital tools were seen as an achievable means of
generating rich information and asset stories through data integration.
Fit for purpose digital information infrastructure offers value through providing
Community with:
• An engaging and intuitive story telling platform about assets, a central point of
communication between council and the wider community, trust through better
information and understanding, and in the systems and governance to ensure
assets are well managed
Council with:
• Existing and new data that can be well used (not just collected), efficient use of
efforts and resources, targeted, shared resources to build and maintain tools,
community focused decisions over asset lifecycles
Tools, like these developed for the Urban Narratives project, can foster meaningful
community participation and transparency in asset management through increased
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digital capabilities that connect citizens with infrastructure. They provide both
communities and councils with the means to communicate and make decisions
through urban narratives.
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